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1. Glossary 
 

Please see below for a list of key terms used by the Connected Learning project and throughout th 

document. 1. 

Formal Learning (FL) Learning that occurs in an organised and structured 
environment (such as in an education or training institution or 
on the job) and is explicitly designated as learning (in terms of 
objectives, time or resources). Formal learning is intentional 
from the learner’s point of view. It typically leads to certification. 

Non-Formal Learning 
(NFL) 

Learning embedded in planned activities not explicitly 
designated as learning (in terms of learning objectives, learning 
time or learning support). NFL is intentional from the learner’s 
point of view. NFL outcomes may be validated and may lead to 
certification; non-formal learning is sometimes described as 
semi-structured learning. 

Learners Individuals (youth) who use the platform and application to 
improve their skills 

Organisations Education/Training Providers, both FL and NFL 

Course A FL or NFL training/teaching/learning activity provided by 
Organisations.  

CL Tools The Connected Learning Tools, i.e. the online platform and the 
mobile application. 

Face-to-Face learning 
(F2F) 

Conventional method of teaching and learning, which takes 
place in a learning environment where a teacher or tutor 
conveys the knowledge to one or more learners. 

Online learning Acquiring knowledge through the use of instruction provided 
via the internet. 

Blended Learning A combination of F2F and online learning. 

 

  

                                                           
1 The same glossary of terms is used with education/training providers to ensure consistency across 
stakeholders 
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2. Reader’s Expectation 
 

In the present document the reader can expect to find the following: 

1. A short description of the project and its aims 

2. Description of functionalities which the CL Tools will offer the learner 

3. Steps on how to register as a learner on the Connected Learning platform 

4. Defining roles & benefits for Learners  

5. Details on the way the CL Tools will operate  

6. The validation method (how learners can earn a badge) 

7. Methods on how the young people will be reached  
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3. Introduction 
 

Fighting high levels of unemployment, particularly among young people, is one of the most 

urgent tasks for European governments. Too many young people leave school prematurely running a 

high risk of being unemployed and socially marginalised. The EU 2020 Agenda aims “to expand career 

and life enhancing learning opportunities for young people with fewer opportunities and/or at risk of 

social exclusion”.  Therefore, the development of social capital among young people, their 

empowerment, and their ability to participate actively in society, in line with the provisions of the 

Lisbon Treaty is important. These issues can also be targeted through non-formal learning activities 

(NFL), which aim at enhancing the skills and competences of young people as well as their active 

citizenship. Moreover, effective Youth Work has a role to play, as there is a need to provide youth 

organisations and youth workers with training and cooperation opportunities, to develop their 

professionalism and the European dimension of youth work. 

Undoubtedly, young people would benefit from greater opportunities to engage in NFL, as 

well as enhanced provisions for the recognition and validation of such learning. Although many 

opportunities exist for young people to enhance their skills and capabilities, the necessary information 

is not always easily available, and is often fragmented in nature. Indeed, technological advances have 

led to greater mobile device usage due to their ability to access high speed wireless data networks. 

Such technology presents information seekers with a variety of advantages such as, 24/7 connectivity 

and self-service, limitless access and time saving. Yet despite these advances,  a tool which compiles 

the information for education providers to reach young people in an easy-to-navigate manner is 

distinctly lacking. 

The CONNECTEDLEARNING@YW project focuses on young people in Europe, and will allow 

young people to avail of new opportunities for skills acquisition and self development, through easy 

access to information about education and training opportunities. The projects principal aim is to 

create an interactive online platform and an accompanying mobile application (the CL Tools), which 

will allow young people to easily identify both formal learning(FL)/non formal (NFL) learning courses 

or training workshops that best suit their interests and ambitions. The platform and the application 

will use an interactive map, where opportunities for education and training are shown visually. The 

young learners can search and sort courses, using filters to refine their searches (E.g. the cost, the 

provider, the desired location and age group), yielding fine grained results suited to the individual 

learners needs. In conjunction with the main project aim above, Connected Learning has several 

additional objectives. These are: 

 To create a sustainable, youth-oriented and participatory solution for youth organisations, 

cities, regions or councils to map, provide, assess, recognise and validate diverse learning 

opportunities for young people across Europe 

 The promotion of open and innovative practises in education and training 

  To allow young people with fewer opportunities to identify learning opportunities anywhere 

they are, in an easy and friendly way. 

 To develop an open, dynamic and interactive web portal and mobile app (CL Tools), which will 

map learning spaces in Europe, which will be easy for young people to navigate, search, sort 

and filter FL and NFL opportunities, both online and offline.  
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 To create CONNECTED LEARNING ROUTES, which will map and connect spaces (providers, 

centres, institutions etc.) of FL and NFL, thus enabling young people to better navigate through 

learning opportunities, based on their needs and interests.  

 To develop and pilot-test a specific Learning Route which focuses on the acquisition, 

assessment and validation of competences. This will include mapping of existing learning 

opportunities, creation and provision of local, regional, national and EU offline and online 

opportunities and validation through the Open Badges. 

 To build a Toolkit to support regions, cities or organisations to create Learning Routes 

anywhere in the EU adapted to their needs.  

 To develop a Strategy Pack for the expansion and scalability of the tool across Europe in the 

future, leading to an initiation of a policy-reform or recommendation from the grassroots 

level. 

The Intellectual Outputs of the project are designed to deliver against the above project aims and 

objectives. Therefore, the five interlinked intellectual outputs shown below, will deliver on the 

Connected Learning aims: 

o IO1-The CONNECTEDLEARNING@YW Methodology (IO Leader P1, Co-leaders P5/P3). P1 will 

lead, supported by P3, an experienced Youth Organisation that has great experience with the 

provision of NFL. P5, which combines both FL and NFL, will support the analysis of data 

collected. All partners will be involved in IO1.  

o IO2 – The CONNECTEDLEARNING@YW open web platform and mobile app (IO Leader P6, Co-
leader P5). P6 (Software House) will be responsible for the design and development of the 
technical solutions. P5 will support the draft mapping, collection of data etc. which will be 
introduced in the tools. All partners will be involved in the design of the prototype and the 
pilot-testing of the tools.  

o IO3 - The Digital Learning Packs (Teaching Tool and Eco-System Validation- Open Badges) (IO 
Leader P5, Co-leader P3). P5 (IT Centre) will provide the templates and methodology for 
developing Digital Learning Packs to acquire skills using blended learning. Each partner will 
develop one learning pack. P3 will take the lead to design the eco-system of the Open Badges 
for the validation process and guide all partners to meet the requirements.  

o IO4 - The CONNECTEDLEARNING@YW Tool Kit - Setting up the Digital Learning Routes (IO 
Leader P4, Co-leader P7). P4, a well linked NGO, will guide the partners to design, pilot-test, 
evaluate and localise a ready to implement Tool Kit with all essential tools to implement the 
project in full. All partners will localise the Tool and proceed to map out learning spaces, 
following the methodology of the project.  

o IO5 – The CONNECTEDLEARNING@YW Strategy Pack for Upscaling (IO Leader P2, Co-leader 
P7). IO5 is an essential product of this innovative and challenging project. P2 as an EU Network 
will develop the template for creating Policy Recommendations for upscaling the project’s 
implementation to the National and the EU level. All partners will be required to develop their 
plans to ensure sustainability of the products. 
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Figure 1: Steps for the implementation of the project 
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4. Defining roles & benefits for learners 
 

Young people, who are the main target group of this project, will be referred to as Learners 

for the purposes of this document. On the CL Tools, they will create Learner profiles, where they can 

create Connected Learning Routes, keep track of the courses they are currently following and/or have 

completed, with a section dedicated to any Open Badges they have acquired. 

Education providers, or Organisations, are those organisations that provide education or 

training, whether it be formal or non-formal.  Organisations will also create profiles, where they will 

list the contact details of their organisation, with sections dedicated to each specific course they offer. 

The organisation will be pinpointed on the map, as well as all the courses they have included in the 

platform. 

Learners will have the opportunity to avail of the interactive Connected Learning portal and/or 

the mobile App, and the training offerings/materials as well as the tools and resources contained in 

the portal. These are based on cutting edge technology, and are supplemented by the functionalities 

found in Google Maps in order to map out Learning Spaces and Routes across six countries. The various 

modes (F2F, blended or online) also allows learners who are remote or disadvantaged to participate 

fully.  

Learners will primarily benefit from the digital competences focused education/training 

content itself, through the knowledge gained and the competences acquired. The training methods 

are designed to also deliver benefits to the learner as they not only validate the achievements of the 

learner, but also raise learner awareness of how they can integrate and reuse the new skills and 

competences developed.  Benefits also accrue from the social interaction and problem solving 

techniques involved in the training sessions.  

The Connected Learning approach brings additional benefits to the learners as the 

training/education will be recognised and validated through the Open Badges system. Open badges 

act as a visual representation of skills and achievements. Furthermore, the system recognises even 

the smallest of achievements, and these can be built upon. The Badges are digital in nature, and will 

be used in conjunction with Youth/Europass2, which is a recognition tool for non formal and informal 

learning in youth projects (See https://www.youthpass.eu/en/ ).  

 
Connected Learning can also benefit youth workers, for example, through achieving the Open 

Badge – ConnectedLearning@YW Mentor, which gives proof of the ability of a youth worker to guide 

and review the participation of young people in the programme of training.  

  

                                                           
2 Participants of approved projects of Erasmus+: Youth in Action and of the European Solidarity Corps have the right to receive recognition 

for their participation and learning in the projects. The Youthpass certificate is the instrument which has been developed for this purpose. 
 

https://www.youthpass.eu/en/
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5. Description of functionalities which the CL Tools will offer the 
learner 

 

The CONNECTED LEARNING TOOLS (CL Tools), i.e. the online platform and the mobile application, will 

offer the same functionalities, which are seen below: 

 The creation of personal profiles for Learners which will: 

- List their username, full name, and age (they can choose to hide sensitive information) 

- Allow learners to track which courses they are currently attending 

- List the courses they have completed 

- Store any Open Badges validation they may have acquired 

 The creation of profiles for Organisations (both for Formal Learning and Non-Formal 

Learning) which will: 

- List the organisation’s name, company name, telephone number, email, website and 

other contact details 

- Prompt them to pinpoint their organisation and the courses they offer on the 

interactive map 

- Allow them to create detailed descriptions of their courses, with information such as: 

 Language 

 Level of competence 

 Prerequisites 

 Cost 

 Location (also to be pinned on the map separately) 

 Enrolled Learners 

- Allow them to upload material to share with the Learners (Optional) 

- Permit them to create assessment procedures through the CL Tools (Optional) 

- Give the option and instructions how to create Open Badges for their courses, which 

will be awarded to Learners upon completion of a course (Optional) 

 

 A searchable, interactive map which will: 

- Show Courses - education and training opportunities at a given area, using a specific 

type of pins 

- Show Organisations in a given area. The pins for Organisations will be differentiated 

from the pins for Courses. 

- Filters to allow for specific types of pins to show on the map (e.g. specific providers, 

area, target age group) 
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6. Guidelines for becoming part of Connected Learning  

Registering as a learner 
 

Learners can register on the platform and create their individual profile, which will include: 

 The learner’s name,  

 Their contact details (e mail address etc learners can choose to keep sensitive information 

private).  

 Creating a short (200 words max) personal profile, which will include: 

o Their strengths and challenges along with a set of interests, talents and aspirations.  
o Their education attainments to date (both formal and non formal) (refer to Annex x 

for the list of all the information to be collected). 

The Connected Learning platform will then automatically detect the learners region, and this will allow 

for a visual map of courses. Learners will then be able to both visualise and filter/search courses and 

select those they wish to add to their wish list, participate in, or in which they are currently engaged. 

Once they complete a course, they can view this on the Connected Learning platform, and store any 

Open Badge validations they have acquired.  

Ultimately learners will be able to visualise their individual CONNECTED LEARNING ROUTES, which 

connect the nonformal and formal learning eco system, allowing young people to easily identify  

learning opportunities, personalised for their needs and interests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information to enable learner searches and connected learning route 

development  
 

Figure 2: Steps to register as a learner on the platform 

1. Go to the platform and create an 
Learner account, and complete thier 

personal profile details

2. Filter and search the provider 
course information and select the 

courses they wish to take, or are taking

3.  View list of completed courses, and 
the Open Badge validations earned
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In order to enable effective learner searches and the subsequent selection of courses/ connected 

learning routes they wish to undertake. course providers. Learners will see comprehensive 

information on each course, such as: 

 Course title 

 A short description of the course  

 Target age group 

 The cost to the learner (if applicable) 

 Any pre requisites needed by the learners to participate (if applicable) 

 How the learner will participate, ie the type of learning (online, blended learning, or F2F) 

 Start date and course duration,  

 Is Badge validation available, in addition to the CL Badges 

 (refer to Annex II of the document which lists all the information to be provided). 

Tags will also be assigned to courses to facilitate learner selection of the most suitable courses for 

them. The tags denotes the courses affiliation to various topics (e.g. an English Language course for 

adult beginners could have tags such as #English, #language, #communication, #beginners, #youth, 

#adultlearners etc.) 

For F2F and blended learning courses, details about the venue must be provided, such as an address, 

the name of the building, any particular directions for difficult to find/access areas, as well as a pin on 

the map. Courses which are purely online may appear as a pin on the Organisation’s location, but 

location shows as “Online”. 

 

The Learner Tab  
 

A ‘Learners’ tab will be available, where the learner can search for courses, and either add these to 

their wish list or register for their choice of course on the Connected Learning Platform, and develop 

their individual Connected Learning route. 

Providers will either have their learning material on the platform, or alternatively they will provide a 

link to learning materials held elsewhere. Materials supported include for example, slide 

presentations, text, video clips. The CL tools will allow Learners to complete any assessment for their 

courses, using relevant techniques such as , multiple choice questions, fill in the blanks, matching, etc 

 

 

 

Validation System 
 

Once learners register for a particular course, the education/training provider automatically gets a list 

of the registered learners. Then when the learner completes a course including any relevant 

assessment, the course provider ticks this as a successful completion for each learner. 
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 Learners who complete 3 Courses, regardless of the subject, will receive a Bronze Connected Learning 

Badge. For 6 completed Courses, a Silver CL Badge will be awarded, for 9 a Golden CL Badge, and at 

12 confirmed completed courses, learners will achieve a Platinum CL Open Badge. 

Learners will be able to view their achievements (completed courses) and the Open Badges they have 

earned.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Connected Learning Open Badges will be awarded as shown below, additionally 

education/training providers have the option to award their Open Badges where relevant. 

 

The Connected Learning project is supportive of the education/training providers, for example, if a 

provider has their own Open Badge for a course, Connected Learning will support these additional 

badges. Therefore, where relevant learners  may earn provider Open Badges alongside their 

Connected Learning Open Badge awards.   

  

3 course 
completions

• Bronze 
Connected 
Learning 
Badge

6 course 
completions

• Silver 
Connected 
Learning 
Badge

9 course 
completions

• Gold 
Connected 
Learning 
Badge

12 course 
completions

• Platinum 
Connected 
Learning 
Badge

Figure 3: The Connected Learning Validation System 
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7. Methods for engaging young people 
 

Connected Learning (CL) is essentially a tool to connect and match people who wish to learn, with the 

providers of education/training, therefore during the project life-time, the project consortium will 

engage with the young people. Education/training providers will be incentivised to register their 

courses, given the fact that there are already people on the platform who are actively searching for 

courses and who wish to learn.  

This clearly requires a two-handed strategy by the project team. Firstly, to populate the platform with 

offerings from the education/training providers, and secondly to have young people register on the 

platform. Therefore, the consortium have done some preliminary research to identify 

education/training providers who could register on the CL Tools, and they will approach providers and 

have them sign up to CL. A focused methodology is in place to attract the providers (see Methodology 

for education/training providers document/dissemination plan). 

 The direct target group is YOUNG PEOPLE (16 -25 years old) with a specific focus on young 

people with fewer opportunities (including NEETs, marginalized, with a migrant background, 

including newly arrived immigrants and young refugees, early school leavers etc.). The 

consortium aims to support this group to fight social exclusion, reduce disparities and ensure 

e-access and e-participation. 

 

 Additionally, an Indirect target group consists of YOUTH WORKERS whose profiles will be 

upgraded and strengthened, also local councils and youth organisations. 

Each of these target groups require slightly differing engagement strategies, although there are 

synergies between groups. 

 Young People, the channels to reach this group are seen as: 

o Social media awareness campaign(s) at each national/regional level and 

transnationally (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube Channel?) with appropriate 

visuals and keywords/using project promotional materials to attract young people 

o Project website awareness campaign  

o Regional/national awareness events targeted at young people 

o Media awareness/PR regionally/nationally 

o Umbrella/youth organisations working with young people’s NFL/FL,  

o Direct marketing from providers signed up to Connected Learning platform 

 

 Youth Organisations/Youth Workers, these can also be contacted on social media, especially 

youth organisations and NFL providers, who operate more informally. As the project is mainly 

targeted towards youth and Youth Organisations, it is wise to adopt appropriate methods for 

promoting the tools and services of Connected Learning to reach this indirect group. 

 Promotional material can be used, such as Flyers-booklets explaining the project and 

emphasizing the benefits and impact for their communities. 

 Infodays for representatives of Organisations, where the project can be presented, and 

organisations can register on the platform and solve any questions or doubts they may have. 

Here, Organisations will receive the dissemination material that partners have created, and 

see a platform demo. 
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 Project dissemination (awareness building) at Erasmus+ InfoDays, Youth 

Initiatives/conferences 

 Invited audience at the Connected Learning platform and App launch events (nationally) 

 

 

List of proposed ideas: 

ORGANISATIONAL LEVEL: 

 Preparation of promotional material: Flyers (translations required) 

 Allocation of responsibility to Dissemination-Marketing-Promotional Officer 

 Strategy – campaign using social media and PR/news, awareness raising campaign  

 

LOCAL-REGIONAL LEVEL: 

 INFODAYs to launch the portal and mobile app 

 Meetings with stakeholders & focused awareness raising campaign 

 Focused campaign to engage young people (social media etc) 

 

NATIONAL LEVEL: 

 

 Participation in events, Erasmus+ Days, Youth Initiatives 

 

EU LEVEL: 

 

 Disseminate the project through various networks (DLEARN)  


